Founded in 1963, The Jewish Federations of North America’s (JFNA) National Young Leadership Cabinet
(NYLC) cultivates, trains, and inspires the most promising young volunteers for leadership positions in the
Jewish community.
Based on Jewish values, NYLC is a leadership and philanthropic development initiative that carries a 5-year
commitment. The program engages highly dedicated individuals who embody humility, authenticity, and integrity.

ELIGIBILITY

NYL Cabinet is designed for passionate, committed, and
driven individuals – ranging 30-40 years old. In addition to
being nominated by a professional in their local Federation,
applicants must fill out an application stating why they want
to participate in this program. All potential applicants should:

• Embody the Jewish values of tzedakah, tikkun olam, and
klal yisrael

• Demonstrate leadership or potential for leadership in their
local community and be eager for future growth

• Commit to the time necessary to energetically participate
the experiences and opportunities offered by Cabinet

•C
 ommit to making a difference through active leadership
roles in their local community

• Make a minimum gift of $5,000 to the Annual Campaign
in their first year, with meaningful increases each year
thereafter

•A
 ttend NYLC’s annual retreat

Interested in applying to NYLC or have questions?
Contact Alexi Baker at (323) 761-8386 or ABaker@JewishLA.org.

THE NYLC EXPERIENCE
NYLC is both an intensive program and a community. It is designed for individuals who can dedicate several hours each month
— beyond in-person retreats and experiences — toward their own learning, development, and unique role within the program.

NATIONALLY

LOCALLY

International Study Mission — Cabinet
Members travel abroad each year to better
understand the challenges of Global Jewry
and the work JFNA is doing on the ground
to support the needs of Jewish communities
overseas and in Israel.

OUR PERSPECTIVE

Retreat — A 5-6 day learning and
development experience where the
Federation movement is showcased and
members participate in training, networking,
and leadership development. Due to the
evolving nature of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the Class of 2021 will be required to attend
a virtual onboarding experience in the
second half of July (approximately 6-7 total
hours over two days – a great way to build
community among new members).

Domestic Missions and Experiences —
From a mission focused on JFNA’s work
in DC to a National Young Leadership
Shabbaton, our leadership development
approach is layered and meaningfully
connects members to communities across
the national movement.
Distance Learning — Members will have
6-10 opportunities to participate in distancebased learning throughout the year that
builds off of the curriculum delivered through
our in person experiences and missions.

NYLC is recognized as a premier group of
young leaders who will, one day, lead The
Jewish Federation of Greater Los Angeles.
Being a NYLC member provides exclusive
opportunities to hear from prominent
speakers, attend high-level events, and
be part of a select group of leaders and
alumni that continues to grow, year after
year. NYLC members serve as our local
Federation’s ambassadors on the national
stage, which is why we encourage local
participation and involvement in every
aspect of our life-changing work.

A dynamic faculty leads every aspect
of the experience, designed through
the prism of ‘applied learning,’ with
emphasis on the practical application
of theory, concepts, and knowledge to
prepare those who aspire to reach top
lay leadership positions in the Jewish
community.
Upon completion, participants will have
the necessary skills to delve into the most
significant challenges and opportunities
in North American and global Jewish
life today. This highly selective program
relies on a strong partnership among
NYLC members and local Federation
communities — from intake through
program completion and beyond.
SELF

+ OTHER

+ TEAM

Year 1: Articulate your Jewish story. Explore your future as a
Jewish leader & your potential as an instrument of change.
Year 2: Learn to create productive, meaningful relationships.
Understand the role of relationship in effective campaign
solicitation, engaging others to activate change.
Year 3: Enhance understanding of group dynamics.
Learn how to harness teams towards growth,
adaptation, and desired results.

+ COMMUNITY

Year 4: Develop an aspirational and attainable vision
and increase your leadership capacity to keep teams
solution-focused and action-oriented.

+ MOVEMENT

Year 5: Advance personal transformation in the
context of a capstone experience and learn to lead
and navigate within a complex system.

